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Introduction

Thank you for buying the Kadar Kabinet. I
am sure that this will both add a great
deal of functionality and charm to your
existing Kadar Readings.

When Peter sent me the first photographs
I was really impressed with the look of it
and immediately my mind went into
overdrive thinking what could be done
with it. Nothing prepared me for the
actual box arriving. Of all the stuff I own,
this has pride of place on my living room
table. Not only does it just look so fine,
but of course everyone who visits asks
"What is that?...." and I am away!

Having a convoluted mind, I played
around with quite a few ideas with this.
Then I realised that I was missing the
point entirely. The Kadar Kabinet is a
utility device and it can best serve its
owner when used simply. So my first task
was to discard all of the 'clever' ideas that
occurred to me and go right back to
basics, thinking about how this would best
play out and in what setting.

This very basic idea is what you have
printed in your quick start guide. Just
using this will more than justify your cost
of admission and you may well find that
you need nothing else.
However, it really would not be Alchemy
Moon of us not explore the potential of
what the Kabinet can do and look at some
alternate uses for it.

So this document is purely optional and
for those who want to follow us down the
rabbit hole, Kabinet in hand.

So we start this voyage by looking at
three main uses for the Kabinet.
We then let the creative mind of Mr
Matthew Gostelow play with some rather
interesting ideas.

We then go down deeper and explore
some of the psychology of reading with
the Kabinet, as well as stimulating your
imagination for further ideas and uses.
Finally we look at the tickets themselves -
provide a few example sets and get you
thinking about designing your own.

Please excuse any repetition or
disjointedness regarding this document. It
was intended to be a short two page thing
- but the ideas grew organically through
playing with the box. So it is something of
a Frankenstein’s monster at times, but it
has a heart of gold.
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The Three Main ideas.

In using the Kabinet, three major ideas
occurred to me.

Traditional Kadar Readings.

If you do not own the Kadar core system,
this next section should be skipped.

First of all, it can obviously replace the
cards for a standard Kadar reading. If you
have the core system, I will need to say
very little else - you will know what to do.
You can either trust the fates and let the
sitter spin the Kabinet and see which
Kadri  presents itself, or you can slowly
turn the Kabinet around and ask the sitter
to shout "Stop" when she feels some
affinity with one of the images that
presents itself. Or you can force the
cabinet to stop at the most relevant Kadri
(by just positioning your pinky at the back
of the Kabinet) Play around with it, see
what works for you.

Another interesting feature is that the
spinning of the Kabinet can replace the
'light and dark' hand.

If the Kabinet is spun clockwise, you can
talk about the energy 'spinning out' in an
extroverted manner. This means that the
reading will affect the sitter in her outer
world and have an impact on others in
that world. Conversely, if the Kabinet is
spun anti- clockwise, the energy from the
outer world is being drawn in, in a more
introverted or reflective manner and
therefore effecting the sitter in her inner
world.
Alternatively, if spun clockwise, one could
concentrate on the positive energy. If
spun anticlockwise concentrate on the
negative aspects of the Kadar; the
aspects of the sitter's self that are not
helpful to her in the present
circumstances.

It really is up to you and that is the joy of
this item. It is a toy for you to play with
and explore; a magical box that will
suggest ideas to you in your Kadar
reading.

Obviously, when a Kabinet is chosen, you
can launch into a Kadar Reading using the
images on the Kabinet.

There is no doubt that the physical
presence of the Kabinet will add to the
presence of any Kadar reading.

Another idea for the Kadar reader is to
use the box for practical affirmations. To
do this, one would write down (or print
out from the resources presented later)
four sets of positive affirmations - one for
each Kabinet. These would then be cut
out and put into the relevant in side
receptacle. It would then play out like a
traditional Kadar reading, where it is
important to get the sitter to commit to
an action in real world. Here, rather than
get them to think about what that action
should be, you can streamline.

Let me give you an example of how this
would play out:
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(the Kadar reading has been completed
and the main points have been
summarised)

Reader: "It is all very well, knowing what
the Kadri have in store for you, but for
this energy to be released, it must be
active in the 'real world'.  There is
something that the Kadri would have you
do to take your life forward. We do not
know what this is yet. Inside the Kabinet
there are a number of suggestions for
practical tasks related to the Kadri you
have chosen. Some of these tasks are
easy, some of them are very difficult.
Only one of them is the right one for you
at this present time. I would like you to
reach in and pick one of the slips out - the
Kadri will guide your hand to choose the
one slip that is right for you at this
moment, of this you can be sure…Would
you like to know what your practical
affirmation is and start the flow of the
positive energy into your life by the
actions you take?'

Sitter: "Yes."

Reader: "There is one thing that you need
to do…You must commit. Whatever you
read on the paper must be undertaken. If
you do not feel that you are ready to
commit, this ends our reading. If you are
ready to commit, you may take your
task".

Sitter: "I am ready".

Reader: "This task is for you alone. You
are to take it and read it in private. It is
not for me, or for anyone else to know…as
this would dissipate it's power. Do you
understand? ; privacy and commitment."

Sitter nods her head and takes one of the
tasks.

Notes: Of course, all of the slips of paper
contain relatively easy tasks and all of
them are positive; the sitter will feel that
they are both accomplishable and will look

forward to working on them. All of this
talk of some of the tasks being 'really
difficult' is just to add to the suspense and
the drama. This also underpins the idea of
keeping the task 'private'. All of this adds
psychological power to the proceedings.
Somehow, this act 'validates' the whole
reading - brings it out from the world of
thought and speech, into the world of
action and physical reality. So when you
state that this will bring positive energy
into the sitters life, you are not making a
false claim.

So we are left with a build-up of
suspense, a validation of the truth of the
reading and… magic.
We also know that the sitter will
complete the task, as it will be a relatively
simple and positive thing. We know that
by completing the task, her life will
improve, even if this is by a tiny amount -
the important thing being that the 'wheels
are oiled'.

We have appended some example tasks
that you can print out and use at the end
of this book. However, the fun of all of
this is in you coming up with your own
ideas.

***

Those of you who are more advanced in
your Kadar readings will know that the
four Kadri are arranged in complementary
pairs (The Siren / The Professor : Mr
Mercury/The Gypsy Queen). The
weaknesses of the one are complemented
by the strengths of its opposite. For
example the lack of focus of the dreamy
Siren is complemented by the structured
thinking of the Professor. Just as the
ridged thinking of the Professor is
complemented by the emotional feeling
and intuition of the Siren. The
unpredictable creative energy of  Mr
Mercury is grounded of the earthy Queen,
and the sometime predictable Queen can
be invigorated by the creative spark of
her opposite.
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These are arranged in opposites pairs on
the box too. So it is a simple matter to
spin the Kabinet around to look for the
solutions to any problem presented. I will
not go into detail about this method here,
as it is covered comprehensively
elsewhere. However, the Kabinet is a
really nice way of presenting such ideas.

The Kadar Kabinet and
The Tickets of Fate.

What follows is only relevant to those that
own 'Kadars Tickets of Fate' - if you do
not, you should skip this section.  If you
wish to find out more about the Tickets of
Fate, pay a quick visit to Alchemy Moon to
find out more. LINK

For those of you who have this essential
add-on, the Kabinet is a wonderful
receptacle for the Kadar Tickets of Fate.

I am not going to go into any great detail
here, as the workings should be obvious if
you have 'The Tickets'. It is a simple
matter of putting the sets of tickets into
the compartment behind the relevant
Kadri. I have found that this is a real nice
way to streamline the use of the tickets
and present the Tickets reading in a swift
and efficient manner. Great if you are
working in a group, or have a lot of clients
lined up. Here is a simple overview of how
I use these myself.

(I will not be using the Mysterion cards for
this routine, so I start by putting these to
one side.)

I will start by asking the sitter to think
about something that is of concern to
them at the moment.

Taking a blank card from the Moonskin
case - I ask her to write her question
simply and clearly  on the card. I then ask
her to put the card in the case 'so that the
Kadri may sense what she is thinking'. I
will then leave the case untouched.
Closing my eyes, I will then do a little
improvised cold-reading based on what I
have picked up from looking at the sitter
and in talking to her. Relying on intuitive
insights too - I can go a long way with
just this. The point is - the case is
forgotten. I will then say (in a rather
mysterious voice) - 'Kadar is ready'. This
simple explanation is my justification for
picking up the case, taking the cards out
and dividing them into the relevant
compartments. (Put a short card between
each set so you are not fumbling to
separate the sets).
Those that have the Kadar Tickets case
will understand that I now know what her
exact question was! Immediately, I think
of the most relevant of the four
categories.
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For this example, let us assume that the
sitters question is: 'Should I move
house?'

I know that the best Kadri for this is the
Gypsy Queen (however, I am an old hand
at this, so I can use any of the four and
make it fit).

I ask her to spin the Kabinet to see which
of the Kadri will give her the most
relevant advice - as she spins, my pinky is
poised ready to stop the box so that the
relevant Kadri is facing her. This takes a
little practice, but is easy enough to
achieve - the Kabinet itself gives you
100% cover. The Kadri are grouped in
pairs (Siren/Professor - Mercury/Queen) -
so you only have to look at the image
facing you to know that she is looking at
the opposite. In the above example - I
want to have the Queen facing out to her
- So I am looking at stopping the spin
when Mercury is facing me. Incidentally, it
is not the end of the world if I mess this
up and have the 'wrong' Kadri facing her -
I just adapt what I know of her question
to fit whatever the context given by the
Kadri that is facing her. So, for example,
if the Siren is facing her I will talk about
how a 'dream' of moving house is
foremost in her 'heart' at the moment. If
it is The Professor, I will talk about how
she needs to carefully plan and weigh up
the pros and cons of such a move. It is
not difficult to adapt.

Let us assume that it all went well - we
know the sitter's question, we have the
correct Kadri facing the sitter and she will
chose a ticket from the Kabinet that will
have some bearing.

The trick now is to act as if you are
'contacting the Kadri' and that they are
feeding your intuition with scraps of
information that you are putting together.
So rather than bluntly coming out with
"you are thinking of moving house!" -
Something like this would be more
effective.

Reader: "Ah…The
Gypsy Queen - I
do not know what
question you asked
of her, however,
this tells me that it
is a real world,
practical
issue…Does this
make sense".

Sitter: "Yes"

(of course your sitter may be 'testing' you
and remain silent, or say "maybe… - this
is wonderfully entertaining, as of course
you do know the question and she will be
all the more amazed as you slowly reveal
it!)

Reader: "I am sensing movement…how
does this fit in with the stability of the
Gypsy Queen?... I am picking something
up about home environment and a desire
for some change…

…and so on, as you slowly reveal the
question to the increasingly amazed
sitter.

Choosing the Card there are three ways of
doing this.

 1. Take all the cards from the
relevant compartment and either (classic)
force the most relevant card or equivoque
it on the sitter (remember the cards are
marked.) There are enough techniques in
the Tickets PDF for you to use here.
 2. But - why make life difficult? Let
lady luck dictate events - have the sitter
simply reach in and pick a card - have her
place it face down on the table, or hold it
up so you see the mark - then simply fit
the task on the card to the question she
has asked. i.e. 'reinterpret' it so that it
fits. In this case I would use the card to
give 'additional' information. If it fits with
all that you have just said - fine. If not,
you are 'adding a new angle'. Using this
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idea, even the most ill-fitting card can be
made to work.
 3. Even easier - do the same as in
the above Kadar routine - just ask her to
pick a card from the correct segment, tell
her that she is to keep the task for herself
and let her figure it out. As I am prone to
idleness at times; that is my method!

The Simple Use of the
Kabinet - Let's get back to
basics.
When I started writing this - I told Peter
that the joy of this piece lies in its
simplicity and that although I wanted to
write a few words I promised that I would
keep things real simple.
…well, I did try!

I simply cannot help exploring ideas and
playing with things and following all of
those convoluted tunnels.

However, it is true - the greatest power
from the Kabinet comes from a very
simple and immediate approach. When
Peter first sent me the Kabinet I could
immediately see its potential and sense
how it could best be used. Many 'psychic
workers' have done very nicely from a
simple technique of arriving at a party

and handing out a hat with fortune slips
in. It always seemed so hollow and
superficial to me - however experience
has also demonstrated that it is very
popular and your audience take it all in a
spirit of fun. I do not think anyone really
believes the fortunes are real or accurate,
but this does not stop them enjoying such
a simple entertainment. It also is a great
introduction to whatever else you are
doing. It breaks the ice, introduces you
and ensures everyone is included.
Using the Kadar aesthetic and the crowd
pulling look of the Kabinet really elevates
this simple premise to a new level,
without losing any of its simplicity.

You can use this method for one-to-one
readings and flesh it out with a full Kadar
reading. Or you can earn some serious
money from by undertaking multiple
quick-fire readings at a psychic fair or
party. Of course, one must cross Kadar's
palm with silver (drop a coin in the box)
before you can take a 'fortune'.
It is also just fun to use at family
gatherings, at the bar, outdoor fairs, or
any other social gathering.

So there is little to say, as this is all so
simple and obvious, but let me outline
how I would use it for completeness.

I am at a psychic party that I have
organised and I want to quickly introduce
myself , break the ice and include as
many of the guests as I can in a short
period of time before the real events I
have planned begin.

So I will hush the crowd introduce myself
and say something about the evenings
events. I will then announce that for a
little fun and to warm up as the rest of
the guests arrive, I will be walking around
with my Kadar Kabinet (I always start
with "Do you remember those old fortune
telling cabinets that used to be so popular
at fun fairs?" or "Do you remember the
film 'Big'?" and then proudly hold the box
of mysteries up for all to see).
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You can then just walk around and get
people to pick a random fortune from the
box. As they do so, you look at them
earnestly and intone 'Kadar sees all,
Kadar knows all!" - that's it! You then
move on to your next client. Sound too
simple?  Try it and you will see why so
many readers use exactly this same
method only with less attractive props. If
you stipulate that they need to 'cross
Kadar's palm with silver' each time, you
will have earned your fee before the
event even starts.

Let us take it up one notch.

In the files provided there are four sets of
'fortunes' - one for each of the Kadri.
Now, these can just be printed, cut,
folded and put into the empty cabinet in
one big pile - you will find that this works
just fine. You will also find that the
response far outweighs the simplicity and
effortless nature of what you are doing.

Or, you can use the divider provided and
put the four sets into the corresponding
compartment.
Then as you approach the sitter, you
simply ask her to spin the cabinet (and
drop the coin!).

From this you cans say:

"The Siren calls, she listens to your
dreams and knows that a matter of the
heart is pressing"
Or
"You are consulting the Professor - what
is it in your life that needs careful and
logical consideration?".
Or
"Mr Mercury wishes to speak with you as
there is a matter of your career that
needs resolving."
Or
"The Gypsy Queen calls, there is a
practical everyday matter that needs
some attention".

Of course, these are all basic cold reading
statements, they all apply to anyone and
at any time.

The sitter then reaches in and takes a
ticket.

"Kadar sees, Kadar Knows!"

You really do not need to do any more
than this.

Still, let us explore still more ideas….

First thing to point out is that you do not
need to stick with the 'fortunes' we have
provided here. This is a playful and
infinitely flexible system - you are only
limited by your own imagination.
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For example.

How about a little 'hot reading'. If you
know something about the guests pre-
show, you can write  very specific
information onto billets of paper and
finger palm them from an index - then
rather than asking the sitter to pick a slip
- you reach into the Kabinet and seem to
pull out a random fortune. You have all
the cover you need when your fingers are
in the box to let the slip fall from your
palm into your fingers. Imagine how
amazed the sitter will be at the relevance
of the fortune that you have pre-written
for her!

Why not make a party game out of the
reading? -Instead of fortunes, you can put
in simple tasks ('Smile at everyone you
meet this evening' - 'Introduce yourself to
three people you do not know' - 'You
must grab the spotlight at least once this
evening' - 'Tell a stranger a secret'. )

Make the 'severity' or nature of the tasks
fit the context of the event and the make-
up of the audience. You should already be
able to imagine the fun you can have with
this idea. Incidentally, you can easily
induce people into thinking that they have
to do their task by fixing them with a faux
'hypnotic gaze' and intoning - "Kadar
knows all - it would not be wise for you to
not commit yourself to this!"

No one is forcing you to just use tickets -
you can hand out cheap lucky charms - of
course, you do not reveal that they were
obtained in bulk - but that they are
precious gifts from the Kadri that should
be worn at all times to bring good luck.
How about some cheap lockets - inside of
which you roll up a slip of paper with a
fortune, positive statement or wise saying
that the recipient finds later?

Other ideas.
To conclude, our aim here is not to give
you a definite method for using the box,
but to inspire you to play and use your
imagination. To adapt the Kabinets’use to
suit the situation and context.

How about marking the tickets with
simple pencil dots so you know who has
what 'fortune' - you can use this as an
excellent method for a QnA session. You
only need to remember three or four
people to give detailed readings to, as this
is all the convincing you will need, the
rest of the time can be fleshed out with a
few random cold reading statements. For
example: "There is someone here who is
feeling guilty that they have not contacted
a family member for some time" - a quick
look around at the crowds expressions will
give you a few people that you can focus
on - (looking at the person) "Ah, who is it
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you should be contacting…your mother,
how long has it been?" (You can bet that
later, she will tell her friends that you
knew that she was feeling guilty about not
contacting her mother and you also knew,
somehow, how long it had been since she
had!). So mixing these techniques with a
few 'hot readings' can give a whole
evening of engaging entertainment,
without you doing anything else.

Let us reverse this technique.

Hand out blank billets of paper - have
three or four of them (more if you have
good memory!) marked in different ways
(dog ear the corners, use different pencil
dots etc)
Have everyone write something - a
question to Kadar - on the paper, fold it
up and then collect them all in the Kabinet
again.
Now use a 'one ahead' technique. Pull out
a random slip hold it (still folded) against
your forehead and go into a 'mediumistic
trance' - start with a joke "There is
someone here who is thinking of having
an affair - Kadar warns against this, as
the consequences are not good for any of
the people involved… Who was thinking
this?" As everyone is looking around for
the guilty party - you have all of the cover
you need to surreptitiously open the
paper and read what someone actually
did write. "Ah, no one here is prepared to
own up, I am not surprised." (I have
actually done this once and someone did
sheepishly raise their hand!) You then
reach in and pick out the next billet. Hold
this against your forehead and read out
what was on the billet you previously saw
- i.e.. You are one ahead - rinse and
repeat!
To add even more wonder to the
proceedings, when you pick out one of the
billets with a mark, you should be able to
remember exactly who filled this one out
and can get a direct hit by talking directly
to the person who you know wrote the
question. I cannot tell you how powerful
this is.

Obviously, you are using the Kadar
system, so there is a lot in the way of
dressing that you can add to this. Let me
give you one example to illustrate what I
mean.
Let us assume that you have read 'I am
what colour should I paint my study?'.
This billet has been seen and discarded -
you are apparently reading the unfolded
billet you hold.
You turn and spin the Kadar Kabinet - let
us say that it stops at Mr Mercury (even if
The Queen would have been a better fit).
"Ah, Mr Mercury has something to say
about this. He says this question is
something to do with creativity - art
perhaps - no - wait, Painting, but not
art…and something close to home. I
cannot say I understand what he is
saying, but he says 'The answer to your
question is pink with purple stripes!' Does
this make sense to anyone?"

Get more business.
At the end of each fortune simply say to
the person who wrote the slip. "Ah, I see
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that the Kadri speak true, I also sense
that the answer is incomplete, that you
need to know more - this is good as I will
be giving a full Kadar reading later in the
evening and as I am intrigued by your
question I will give you a reduction on my
normal fee!" (Of course you still charge
what you think you can get away with!)

Traditional Methods.
We have already mentioned marking the
billets and the 'one ahead' principle, as
well as touching on 'pre-show' work.
There are many, many other techniques
that you can use. Some of these you will
already know, and if you do not - they are
easily found in a standard book of
mentalism.
Billet switches, pocket writing, equivoque,
impression devices and so on all can be
used with this device. Also, why not
explore the potential of the Kabinet itself.
For example, a simple piece of card (the
same colour as the box itself, or with a
mirrored surface) can be inserted
diagonally into the box and hinged at the
bottom with tape - and you have a rather
nice switching device. How about a small
LED light inside, to give your face some
mysterious shadows when you open the
box? Or a small concealed pipe under the
box leading to a smoke device (or
electronic cigarette?).
Again, although our intention is to keep
the use of the Kabinet simple in this
document. We also want to encourage
your own creativity and have you come
up with your own unique uses.

Conclusion.
Well, I hope that this gives you more than
enough ideas to be getting on with. I am
sure that the forum will be lively for this
item and all of the creative minds that
comprise the Kadar community will come
up with still more uses.

So in recap

 • Keep it simple to start with, just
hand out fortunes in a box. You will be
surprised at how effective this is put in
the context and aesthetic of Kadar's
Fortune telling Kabinet.
 • Then explore some of the different
variations given here.
 • Play and explore your own ideas
(and share them with other users on the
Moon forum).
 • Use the Cabinet for traditional
Kadar readings.
 • Use the Kabinet as a home for
your Kadar tickets.
 • Have fun!
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Part Two - Going Deeper
into the Rabbit Hole.
So what do we have here?

● A rather splendid box that will
draw attention to whatever you
do.

● A box that you can put things
into.

● A box you can take things out of.
● A flexible reading system.
● A fun thing at a social gathering.
● A receptacle for various Kadar

themed ideas.
● A receptacle for your ideas.

The main aim in this short book is to use
the Kabinet as a fortune telling device and
fill it with tickets, or billets onto which you
have printed or written fortunes. Most of
the routines and ideas presented here
could work in many settings and
situations, from one-to-one intimate
readings through to large corporate
events. One of the most useful
applications would be with a small to
medium sized group at a party or psychic
soirée.  It is from this angle that the
routines here are presented. You will find
that with just a tweak here and there, you
can perform with Kadar's Kabinet almost
everywhere.

The Psychology of the
tickets.
If I cut out some random horoscopes from
several newspapers and casually hand
one to you, you are unlikely to think that
this will give you any meaningful advice
on how to live your life. It is a random
saying that could apply to anyone equally,
or any perceived meaning could be just
be the result of a chance consequence.
Yet, if this were the case, such
horoscopes would have ceased to be
printed long ago. Consulting an oracle for

your 'fortune', to obtain some glimpse
into an uncertain future is something we
have done since the dawn of time. Such
practices have always had currency and
continue to engage our imagination.

Why?

Logic and all of our common sense tell us
it is nonsense - the very culture that
frames us reinforces the stupidity of such
practices. Yet, how many of us are drawn
to reading our horoscope if we
accidentally come across it?

Why?

The first reason you will reach for is that
it is 'harmless fun' - indeed it is. Let us
indulge ourselves once in a while in the
rather childlike joy of superstition. We can
always return to more conventional (and
less entertaining) thinking later.
However, are there deeper strata
underneath this playful game? The less
logical territories of our mind would
indicate that there is.
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'The Web of Wyrd'
It is a well-known fact that the Swiss
psychologist Carl Jung had to arrive at a
theory to explain the 'synchronicity' and
'acausal connections' he observed in the
ancient oracle of the iChing. We have all
had experiences of coincidences that
seem to have their own inherent
meaning. Synchronicity is the idea that all
things that happen have a meaningful
connection and that this connection does
not have to be cause and effect. So (by
the 'laws' of synchronicity) picking a
seeming random fortune, is anything but
random. The very fact that you chose this
one at this time invests it with meaning.

Each culture at any given period of time
has sought to find meaning for the
strange experiences it encounters in the
periphery of reason and experience.  As a
species, we have a tendency to see
patterns and connections between events
that seem to have no logical connection.
No amount of scientific reason has been
totally successful in its attempts to
eradicate such errant philosophy.

Our very view of reality is being
challenged by the latest finding in
quantum physics. When physicists talk of
a 'unified field', or of 'entangled particles',
to me they seem to be revisiting some
very old ideas indeed.

Is there smoke without fire?

My own experiences with the iChing
indicate that there must be some principle
at work here. It certainly does your
performance no harm to work within the
framework that synchronicity is real, as
that then makes it real for your audience
too.

It seems to me that we are coming to a
deeper realisation of the ancient 'Web of
Wyrd'; that all things are connected, and
that everything has a consequence; a

hidden pattern to which our lives must
conform. If this is so, then drawing a
random fortune may be less random than
we assume, the very act of drawing a
ticket from the box creates a causal (but
non-logical) connection - our experience
creates meaning. Perhaps it is this
intuitive understanding and seeking for a
metaphysical pattern of meaning in chaos
that causes us to cast our eye over the
daily horoscope.

There are more reasons for our secret
fascination with augury.

The Trouble with Time

We know what has happened to us in the
past (or we assume we know) and we
know what is happening to us in the
present (don't we?). Yet the future is an
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unknown quantity, something that can
only be guessed at from fragments of the
present being projected forward. The fact
that we do not know what tomorrow
brings is a cause of some anticipation or
anxiety. Maybe, there is some way of
knowing, some way of justifying our
anticipation, or preparing us the worse?
How differently we would act in the
present if we understood the
consequences of our actions and thoughts
in the future. This need to know is also a
subtle motivation for gazing into the
crystal ball.

In the end, perhaps time is just another
dimension of our current reality? Perhaps
that little billet of paper is a ticket to that
other dimension?

Me, me, me.

As Kadar has pointed out many times
before, nothing is more interesting to us
than us.
No matter how selfless we think we are,
at the root, we are the centre of our own
individual universe and all our experiences
revolve around us. Yet we are consistently
thwarted in our attempts to impress this
fact on others. They seem to think that
they are the centre of the universe. So we
get little time to talk to others about
ourselves, and if we do we are painfully
aware that our conversations are filtered
through the ego of the recipient.
In this context a simple fortune can be a
comforting way of putting us back in the
centre of attention, a little 'me time'. So
you can read out a 'fortune' that is total
nonsense and have the full attention of
the person that you are giving attention
to. They will be finding meaning and
relevance and working to ensure that this
fragile spotlight remains on them.

As we filter all experience through our
own lens, we attribute specific, personal
meaning to things that may not really
have any.

'Welcome the change coming into your
life.'

The first thing your mind is tasked with is
fitting this statement into your own
specific circumstances. You cannot help
yourself, this is what you will do, no
matter how much your logical mind points
out the futility of such an activity. We are
preprogramed to find pattern and
meaning.

Generalisations.
'Welcome the change coming into your
life.'

…Is also a generalisation - it could apply
to anyone at any time. Change is a fact of
life, we are all subject to it at all times, so
such a generalised statement will always
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have the 'ring of truth' about it. Most
'fortunes' are vague for a reason.
Paradoxically, the more generalised a
statement is, the more personal and
relevant it seems to be for us.

Good advice anyway.
A good deal of fortunes have a 'you
cannot argue with that' aspect to them.

'Never give up, always find a reason to
keep trying'. Is pretty sound advice to
anyone at any time. Again it is a
generalisation. Again we can work with
the statement, invest it with meaning and
see it as being relevant to particular
events in our life. However, a sound
homily has the added weight of giving
advice that is difficult to reject.

So there are many factors at work that
act as mechanism behind our fascination
for a simple casting of a fortune.  All of
these will act in your favour when you are
working with the Kadar system and the
simple generalised billets of fortune in the
Kadar Kabinet.

How to present the Tickets.
Just throwing a few tickets in the Kabinet
and having people choose them is pretty
basic, but is fun enough to be effective at
a gathering. However, there are some
additional techniques that you can employ

to add validation to the proceedings -
ideas that can shove it all from 'oh, this
looks like harmless fun' to 'I wonder if
there is anything in this?'

Performance.
Just saying; "Here, take a ticket… will
work, but it does not have much dramatic
impact.
We have already mentioned that your
performance can add weight to the
choosing of a ticket. The context of this
performance is a light bit of fun at a party
- so you are free to ham it up. Give the
sitter a hypnotic stare and intone 'Kadar
Sees, Kadar Knows' in your best Vincent
Price voice.

You can add
anticipation to the
mix, a little ritual that
builds suspense is
always good. With the
Kabinet, this can be
built in. The spinning
of the Kabinet, the
choosing of the Kadri
and the opening of the
top all go towards this
short ritual. Onto this,
I will always add a
brief pause before the
sitter takes the ticket.
I will close my eyes, or
let my eyes go out of
focus - basically fake
being in a light trance
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- pause for just a second or two, as if I
am awaiting the presence of the mystic
Kadri. Then I will intone; "They are here."
This simple act achieves many things at
once - primarily it adds suspense and
expectation - theatre.

The way you look, the way you intone,
your bearing and your ability to transform
a simple act into something with drama
and suspense all come into play here.

Making the reading seem
relevant and personal.
We have given many ideas to help you
accomplish this - from billet switches to
marking the tickets and so forth. We have
also talked about the psychology of how a
generalised statement will be taken as
personal and have meaning attributed to
it without any trickery from you.

There is however, one more technique
that you should be aware of and this is a
central principle of the Kadar reading
system. You as a reader can work with
the sitter to make the statement
(whatever it is) attain more impact and
relevance. This is done entirely through
conversation. The magic root of it is
simply asking 'How is this relevant to
you?'

To give an example, let us use the same
'fortune' we used as an example earlier.

The sitter picks out a ticket, opens it and
it reads:

'Welcome the change coming into your
life.'

She looks puzzled, she thought things
were pretty settled in her life at the
moment.

The reader simply asks - "How is this
statement relevant to you?"

This simple question forces the sitter to
reflect, to go inside, to seek meaning and
relevance. This will not be hard, as
change is an inevitable product of life - we
all experience it all the time.

She then remembers something small and
seemingly insignificant.

Sitter: "Well, I was thinking of having a
change to my hair style…but I do not
think that it is all that important…

We now move to the second phase of
adding relevance. We dig deeper and add
more meaning to it.

Reader: "Self-image is important, is it
not? How we look affects how we feel
about ourselves and vice versa. Perhaps a
simple thing like a change of hair style is
an indication of a desire for personal
change at a deeper level…"

(who does not want to change something
about themselves?)

The next stage is a conversation. I will
not repeat what I have written
extensively about in other Kadar books,
but to put it simply - asking questions and
using silence forces the sitter to go down
the path that she sees as being the most
relevant for her. Each step she takes
invests the process with more power and
personal relevance. So she starts to talk
about aspects of herself that she would
like to change. In short, she is giving her
own reading - you are just prompting her
in this process.

Final stage - the final stage is to 'own the
reading'. Although she has given all the
fine detail, you want her to attribute this
to your powers as a psychic. ("How could
he have known all that - he seemed to
know me better than I know myself!") -
You do this simply by summing up the
conversation. You remember, sort out and
feedback the most important and 'true'
points of the conversation. This has two
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main effects (although there are more) -
firstly, it refines the reading and focuses
on the hits - secondly the reading ends
with you making the statements not her.
Therefore she will misremember a)
everything said was 'so true' and b) you,
the reader said it.

Personally, I like to give Kadar the credit.

"So what did Kadar have to say to you…"
(then continue to summarise the points
that actually she made).

This quite simply reframes the
information she has given and makes it
appear to come from an external source.

But I am a real psychic.

We have talked a lot about how to used
marked cards, how to employ all manner
of magical and psychological trickery in
using the Kabinet. This does not mean
that you have to be 'fake', or be offended
if you see yourself as working as a real
psychic. Remember the context here is
one of working a sometimes large crowd

and just giving them a good time. You are
free to use or not use any of the ideas
given here. At the end of the day, psychic
or magician, you are formost an
entertainer (or should be!).

Also, you will find that both the Kadar
System and the use of it with this Kabinet
can be played out without resorting to
anything other than your own innate
intuition.  For me, intuition is something
that develops during a reading, it
manifests through conversation.
Sometimes I do not have this luxury of
time and need to work quick and at a
superficial level. The Kadar Kabinet is a
great friend in these circumstances.
However, if I do have the time then I can
go deeper and use the Kabinet as a focus
for my intuition. The images are
wonderfully evocative for the sitter and
have the effect of putting them at ease
and opening up their intuition as well as
your own. Therefore both the Kadar core
system and the Kadar Kabinet can really
enhance a reading and those that
understand this will not need to resort to
any of the more 'tricky' ideas we present
here.

The Kabinet is a tool to be used as the
individual wishes.

In conclusion, use of magical thinking and
traditional slights, mixed with
performance awareness, added with some
psychology, cold reading techniques and
your own intuition can transform a simple
fortune into a dramatic and magical
event.
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Part Three - The Tickets.
Finally, let us look briefly at the tickets
themselves and give you the links for the
tickets we have prepared.

Printing the tickets.

The tickets are simple enough to print out
on a home computer/printer, or you can
get them printed in bulk at the local print-
shop. They are meant to be cheap and
disposable, as well as a memorable
keepsake of the experience.

You will notice that the designs are all in
black and white. This is to save you on
printer ink - it is far cheaper to print on

coloured paper than waste a lot of ink in
printing up richly coloured designs.
This also allows you to be more flexible.
Some of the ideas given here encourage
you to explore ideas with different sets of
colour.

Paper-stock. The tickets work just fine on
ordinary copier paper. However, you will
find that they will have far more
'presence' if you source some cardstock
with a little texture and character. Little
subtle touches, like tactile qualities are
important and can make all the
difference. Basically, the more thay look,
feel and smell like old fairground tickets -
the better.

As the backs are blank, there is more
than enough room to print up your
contact details, thus gaining further post-
show income.

Themes for the Fortunes.

We have covered many ideas for themes
for the billets and there are far more to
come in the appendix by Mr Mathew
Gostelow. The theme of the fortunes you
print out and use will dramatically change
the nature of the readings. You can use:

● Sayings and proverbs. 'The giving of
love is an education in itself'.

● Cold reading statements. 'You are
carrying too much baggage from
the past.'

● Vague fortunes, similar to what you
would find in a horoscope. 'Stay on
top of your bank account and your
bills today because something
unexpected is heading your way.'

● Specific advice to answer a
question. 'It is difficult to find a
resolution to your question at the
moment, try some creative,
alternative solutions'.
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● Weird and mystical sayings that are
open to interpretation: 'When the
way comes to an end, then change.
Having changed, you pass through.'

● Categories (see Mat's section at the
end of the book). Four sets of
solutions linked to the four Kadri
(how would they deal with the
problem?). 'It is best to use your
heart in this matter' (Siren), 'It is
best to think and plan logically'
(professor), 'It is best to act swiftly
and with energy'  (Mr Mercury),
'There is a practical solution to this
problem'  Of course, there are many
variants you could use for each
Kadri to fill up each compartment
with slips.

●  Zodiac. Why not play with your
own set of astrological cards? The
twelve planets fall conveniently into
the four elements. So, Cancer,
Scorpio and Pisces  all fall under
The Siren (water), Gemini, Libra
and Aquarius all fall under The
Professor (Air). Aries, Leo and
Sagittarius are all under Mr
Mercury. Taurus, Virgo and
Capricorn all fall under The Gypsy
Queen. So a simple set of cards
could be produced from either
character descriptions of each of the
signs (don’t mention the actual
names of the signs though - and
you will have people saying, 'wow,
that is me alright!' - regardless of
the card they chose) - alternatively,
you can just take star sign readings
from the daily newspaper.

● Positive affirmations.

● Practical Affirmations – actions that
the sitter must commit to.

Really, there is no limit to the kind of
tickets you use and what you can do with
Kadar’s Kabinet.

Let us now look at the ticket sets we have
provided.

1. Blank tickets

https://app.box.com/s/rifuedukk62jtnw9q
mknvl2rsiyv6c8f

It is the most important sheet, as it is a
link to a page of ticket blanks. It is the
most important as the whole idea of the
Kadar Kabinet is to make it your own, to
have fun with it and play with your own
ideas. As mentioned earlier, this is
particularly relevant if you know
something about even one or two of the
guests attending the event. The tickets
can then be very specific to those people.

For example - here is another idea. Let us
say that you know (or have found out)
something about four or five of your
guests. Prior to the gig, you write out five
tickets that are uncannily specific to those
people. These you fold and finger palm in
a remembered order. Next, you fill up
three of the divisions in the cabinet with
random fortunes and leave one empty.

Walking around you ask random guests to
spin the Kabinet and take a fortune (your
pinky at the back ensures that the
Kabinet does not stop with the empty
chamber facing them). They take and
read one of the random fortunes. Now,
you spot your first 'victim', before walking
up to her, you simply deposit the relevant
finger palmed ticket into the one empty
chamber. You walk up to her and ask her
if she would 'like to have a go' - she spins
the cabinet and you stop it with your
hidden pinky, so that the chamber with
the one deposited ticket faces her. At this
point you also point out that you have
been very busy tonight and are running
out of tickets, so if the there are no
tickets, this simply means that Kadar has
nothing to offer her this evening (this is
obviously to allay any suspicions
regarding there being just one ticket in

https://app.box.com/s/rifuedukk62jtnw9qmknvl2rsiyv6c8f
https://app.box.com/s/rifuedukk62jtnw9qmknvl2rsiyv6c8f
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there - "You are lucky, just one ticket
left").

Even if you cannot find out anything
about the guests, you should still attempt
to tailor the readings to suit the guests -
there is a big difference between
performing this at a big corporate event
to a small gathering of 'believers' - or
children, or 'people of faith', or car
mechanics - etc.

So rummage around old fortune telling
books and horoscopes in newspapers and
tailor make your own set. Make a set from
your favourite cold reading statements.
Why not add a bit of eastern magic and
mystery - how about some obscure
phrases from the iChing? While we are
thinking in this direction, why not make a
set of tickets that conform to the
meanings of Tarot cards, using a key
phrase from each card. You will find that
if you just concentrate on the 'minor
arcana' these fit is really well with the
existing Kadar sets (Cups = Siren -
Professor = Swords - Mercury = Wands -
Queen = Pentacles).

Also, we have given you so many ideas
here that we hope all of this acts as
fertilizer to your own creativity. Believe
me, you will get a new idea every time
you use them.

One VERY important point to make here.
You must ensure that all of the cards are
positive and cannot in anyway cause
harm - it should be light fun and the
tickets should not lead to the sitter taking
any action that she may later regret.
Keep them light and generalised. 'Look
forward to change in your life' is better
than 'Perhaps you should quit your job'.
This applies also to specific fortunes that
you write for specific people - they may
be less general, but they should not lead
to the sitter taking any action that she, or
you would later regret. Be a responsible
reader.

2. Peter's Naked Fortunes.

So Called as Peter McMillan sourced all of
these from old existing 'tried and true'
fortunes. 'Naked', as this is the bare
bones approach - a set of generalised
fortunes handed out and interpreted by
the audience, in a spirit of a a fun game.
These are generalised fortunes that are
positive and vague enough to apply to
anyone. The aim with these cards is to
keep the proceedings very simple and
very quick. Spin the Kabinet, pick a
fortune - move on and let the recipient
figure out how it fits into her life. As
mentioned before, this may sound too
simple to engage interest, but it is a tried
and tested method that may lack depth,
but retains the simple fun of having your
fortune given. Play it light, do not take it
seriously.

With most of the tickets there are sixteen
sheets - four for each Kadri (or for each
side/compartment). More than enough!
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Here are the Siren Tickets:
https://app.box.com/s/ypxpqrl6p82fkgc9
5kyo4dqrdt67xjsc

Here are the Professor Tickets:
https://app.box.com/s/vcjd5iwrny5aqfu5
w30eqkr6mbumz64j

Here are the Mr Mercury Tickets:
https://app.box.com/s/4v3p7k4gb2e0zrg
8xv2ylko0u4vb92qt
…and here are the Gypsy Queen Tickets:
https://app.box.com/s/4ymogj5vvyaq1ecj
s64kp2v8vg3tytky

3. The Kadar Questions.

These are really no deeper than the first
set of tickets. The only difference here is
that we are assuming more of a
presentation where the sitter actively
thinks of a question and receives a fairly
random piece of advice that she will then
invest with meaning and relevance, and
thereby relate it to her question.

These tickets are in four categories and
are colour coded - so you can use these
for Mat's idea with the colour coded cards
(see Appendix) - by seeing the colour of
the card she picks you know the category
of the question.
Here is an example of how you could
simply use this. You simply explain what
the four Kadri mean.
You turn your back and ask her to slowly
revolve the Kabinet - tell her that as she
does so 'one of the Kadri will seem to call
out to her, this Kadri will seem the best
one to answer her question'. Consciously,
or subconsciously, she chooses the most
relevant one. You ask her to spin the
Kabinet again, as you do not want to
know what she has chosen. You turn
around and all you have to do (without
making it obvious) is catch a glimpse of
the colour of the ticket, and you can start
'reading her question'.

Sound too simple? Remember the context
is people having fun - you are not
performing a magic trick and no-one is
trying to catch you out (and if they are -
so what? Just laugh it off!)
If you want to make it less obvious print
the tickets in sets of colours. For example
- The Siren tickets are Blue - Orange -
Yellow and Purple - The Professors are
White, Green, Turquoise and brown.
Alternatively, each set is made of all
different colours but different shades. The
Sirens are pale, Professors are dark etc.
Personally, I do not think this is needed,
but you should play with ideas and see
which works for you.

We have given meanings for each Kadri
that conform to the Kadar reading system
- but flexibility is the key here. You are
not bound to any system.
So the meaning can be simplified -
Siren=love/relationships -
Professor=planning  - Mercury=career -
Queen=practical matters. However, you
can redefine and write the tickets to mean
what you want - Siren - inner self -
Professor = balance - Mercury = how

https://app.box.com/s/ypxpqrl6p82fkgc95kyo4dqrdt67xjsc
https://app.box.com/s/ypxpqrl6p82fkgc95kyo4dqrdt67xjsc
https://app.box.com/s/ypxpqrl6p82fkgc95kyo4dqrdt67xjsc
https://app.box.com/s/vcjd5iwrny5aqfu5w30eqkr6mbumz64j
https://app.box.com/s/vcjd5iwrny5aqfu5w30eqkr6mbumz64j
https://app.box.com/s/vcjd5iwrny5aqfu5w30eqkr6mbumz64j
https://app.box.com/s/4v3p7k4gb2e0zrg8xv2ylko0u4vb92qt
https://app.box.com/s/4v3p7k4gb2e0zrg8xv2ylko0u4vb92qt
https://app.box.com/s/4ymogj5vvyaq1ecjs64kp2v8vg3tytky
https://app.box.com/s/4ymogj5vvyaq1ecjs64kp2v8vg3tytky
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others see us - Queen - body and health.
Really, it is up to you.

Some of the questions are pretty straight
forward and some are a little more
obscure. One thing I intend doing for my
own use at some point is to produce a set
of tickets that have no obvious meaning.
If the sitter does not immediately
understand the meaning of what he
reads, she will have to make it fit, she
may not be able to there and then, but
this is fine… in fact as far as I am
concerned, this is preferable.

Here are the Tickets

Siren’s Questions:
https://app.box.com/s/mq1oucnq37b5tm
8jde6eig2fbml73nys

Professor’s Questions:
https://app.box.com/s/qy5b4s5ixjdaiquyb
9i0nmhkheibsndv

Mr Mercury’s Questions:
https://app.box.com/s/f6gvitztylp1elqcaxf
95myusevbdjky

The Gypsy Queen’s questions:
https://app.box.com/s/uzmdogtnckku802
nqenl646zuy8gj8cu

4. Proverbs

Another good source for constructing
tickets is proverbs.

All I did for this set was to Google
proverbs based on the key words from
each Kadri.

There must be literally millions of sites
containing cliched words of wisdom that
you could use.

Also, you can easily combine some of
Mat’s ideas (to be found at the end of this

book). For example - you could take three
(or so) key words from each Kadri and
put these into colour coded sets. So, for
example, you see someone has pulled out
a green ticket and you not only know that
the ticket is from ‘The Professor’
compartment, but also that the quote is
about the topic of ‘justice’ and can start
the reading talking around that topic.

Another nice thing about using proverbs is
that they are not direct - it is not always
obvious how they relate to what the sitter
is thinking. This is a good thing, as the
sitter has to ‘work’ a little to make them
fit. If she cannot do this, then you just tell
her that we are dealing here with the
future, so what does not make sense now
will make sense in the days to come.

Of course sometimes you get a direct hit
and the proverb fits exactly to the
question asked.

One other way to play these is not to link
them to fortunes at all  Just use them as
proverbs pointing out that the proverb
they have chosen will have particular
relevance to them.

https://app.box.com/s/mq1oucnq37b5tm8jde6eig2fbml73nys
https://app.box.com/s/mq1oucnq37b5tm8jde6eig2fbml73nys
https://app.box.com/s/qy5b4s5ixjdaiquyb9i0nmhkheibsndv
https://app.box.com/s/qy5b4s5ixjdaiquyb9i0nmhkheibsndv
https://app.box.com/s/f6gvitztylp1elqcaxf95myusevbdjky
https://app.box.com/s/f6gvitztylp1elqcaxf95myusevbdjky
https://app.box.com/s/f6gvitztylp1elqcaxf95myusevbdjky
https://app.box.com/s/uzmdogtnckku802nqenl646zuy8gj8cu
https://app.box.com/s/uzmdogtnckku802nqenl646zuy8gj8cu
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Siren Proverbs:
https://app.box.com/s/eljtgtbtknup17bz3
19rzeog1t68ktqj

Professor Proverbs:
https://app.box.com/s/gkg9odxbfavwb8m
jypr9xqvbjw6oqgt5

Mercury Proverbs:
https://app.box.com/s/vxd55dumq34tym
67lhn62fqw2hdtwagx

Queen Proverbs:
https://app.box.com/s/gey2t8gp4s6j7vd5
do2bqaci2h0uacot

Practical Affirmations.

These are an important coda to a Kadar
reading. However this simple device also
works independently.
The idea is uncomplicated - you give the
sitter a simple task to perform and ask
her to commit to it. By undertaking the
task, the sitter feels good and, even in a
very tiny way, her life is improved as a
result of meeting you.

Remember , for this to work, you must
get the sitter to commit to the Affirmation
given. She must feel compelled to
complete the task - or the Kadri will not
look well upon her!

We have talked enough about this in the
main text here, so there is no point
repeating. Just look over the tickets and
think of some new ones to add to the mix
yourself.

If you are performing at a party, you may
want to consider drawing up a set of
‘Practical Affirmations’ that the party
goers have to undertake at some point
during the evening. Even a pale
imagination will see the potential fun to
be had with this.

However the affirmations given here are
general and it is expected that the sitter
is committed to perform them at some
point in the future, after the reading was
given.

You may also consider making a set of
fortune cards up with a fortune on one
side and a matching affirmation on the
other.

Alternatively, you can leave the backs
blank and at the end of the fortune - sum
up the main points and then work out the
the practical task with the sitter - who will
then write this on the blank side and
revisit you for a further consultation when
the task is complete. This is good
business, and my preferred method.

Some of these affirmations are either a bit
peculiar or a bit vague - I like the idea
that the sitter has to work out what
exactly she should do. However, this is at
the expense of clarity at times. You may
want to draw up a more direct set if you
become irritated by the sitter saying
“Huh?”

Siren Practical Affirmations:
https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0a
ojq5gpqugze7mthko

Professor Practical Affirmations:
https://app.box.com/s/f8jqablqnjma19vq
geig8b8hxcbvh9gh

Mercury Practical Affirmations:
https://app.box.com/s/ddd4j2q1vaaha5zj
3d82lmffv03ipj0q

Queen Practical Affirmations:

https://app.box.com/s/7rcxkdcqwhvpmy8
78ojhq0plji481ub1

https://app.box.com/s/eljtgtbtknup17bz319rzeog1t68ktqj
https://app.box.com/s/eljtgtbtknup17bz319rzeog1t68ktqj
https://app.box.com/s/eljtgtbtknup17bz319rzeog1t68ktqj
https://app.box.com/s/gkg9odxbfavwb8mjypr9xqvbjw6oqgt5
https://app.box.com/s/gkg9odxbfavwb8mjypr9xqvbjw6oqgt5
https://app.box.com/s/gkg9odxbfavwb8mjypr9xqvbjw6oqgt5
https://app.box.com/s/vxd55dumq34tym67lhn62fqw2hdtwagx
https://app.box.com/s/vxd55dumq34tym67lhn62fqw2hdtwagx
https://app.box.com/s/vxd55dumq34tym67lhn62fqw2hdtwagx
https://app.box.com/s/gey2t8gp4s6j7vd5do2bqaci2h0uacot
https://app.box.com/s/gey2t8gp4s6j7vd5do2bqaci2h0uacot
https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0aojq5gpqugze7mthko
https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0aojq5gpqugze7mthko
https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0aojq5gpqugze7mthko
https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0aojq5gpqugze7mthko
https://app.box.com/s/f8jqablqnjma19vqgeig8b8hxcbvh9gh
https://app.box.com/s/f8jqablqnjma19vqgeig8b8hxcbvh9gh
https://app.box.com/s/f8jqablqnjma19vqgeig8b8hxcbvh9gh
https://app.box.com/s/ddd4j2q1vaaha5zj3d82lmffv03ipj0q
https://app.box.com/s/ddd4j2q1vaaha5zj3d82lmffv03ipj0q
https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0aojq5gpqugze7mthko
https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0aojq5gpqugze7mthko
https://app.box.com/s/7rcxkdcqwhvpmy878ojhq0plji481ub1
https://app.box.com/s/7rcxkdcqwhvpmy878ojhq0plji481ub1
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Some Supplementary Ideas
from Mathew Gostelow.

When I saw the early images of Pete’
prototype for the “Kadar in 3D”concept, I
was blown away! And, if the more recent
photos are anything to go by, the cabinet
has come a long way since that early
incarnation, which was non-rotating and
had no coin slots.

It immediately made me think of a
concept that I had explored previously, a
sort of fortune-telling lucky dip. It seems
that great minds think alike – having read
Chris & Pete’s ideas now, I realise I am
going over some very similar ground –
but I hope that someone might find
something of use in this short
supplement. Most of the ideas I am
presenting here are variations on the
theme of “Lucky dip” fortune telling.

Because it is covering so much similar
ground, and because much of what
follows comprises untested ideas, I will
keep it brief and make it more of a list of
skeletal concepts, resources and thoughts
– rather than a detailed and wordy
manual. However, if you’e reading this,
you are an Alchemy Moon customer. And
that means you are someone special -
you are the sort of performer or reader
who can take a ghost of an idea and turn
it into a thing of beauty.

Anyway, onward to our lucky dip, grab-
bag of concepts, thoughts and ideas.

1. Fortune Cookie Statements
You can find huge lists of fortune cookie
statements online, on sites like this one:
http://www.fortunecookiemessage.com/ar
chive.php

2. A Detour to the Past - My Little Tin of
Fortunes

One afternoon a couple of years ago, in
the coffee shop where I occasionally do
my readings and mind reading bits, I
brought with me the tin pictured above. I
left it open on a corner of the table and
let people take a random slip while they
were passing or waiting for me to give
them a playing card reading. The
“system” raised smiles, laughter and
provoked conversations as people
compared notes.

It stuck with me as an idea that had
potential, but I must admit, the concept
had slipped into a dusty, neglected corner
of my mind – that was until I saw Pete’s
amazing creation…

3. A Detour to Japan - Omukuji
Ladies and gentlemen, before we proceed,
we must first touch base with the ancient
art of Omukuji. This is a form of fortune
telling based around exactly this “Lucky
dip”concept.
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The system can be found in many
Buddhist and Shinto temples. At its most
basic, it works by generating a random
number (various means are used to arrive
at this number), which guides you to a
drawer or container containing a paper
fortune. Other temples simply offer a
straight “Lucky dip”

For a more detailed explanation, go here:
http://www.thisgirlloves.co.uk/2015/02/fa
me-fortune-or-eternal-misery-a-tourists-
guide-to-japanese-omikuji-fortune-telling/

So the ideas we are exploring here have a
rich and respected heritage.

4. Slips with questions.
If you give readings, you may well find,
as I do, that the reading tends to flow
better, hold the attention for longer and
mean more to the sitter when it is based
around a specific question. It works even
if the question is as vague as “How does
the next month look for me?” but even
more effective if the enquiry is specific,
like “Should I be looking for a new job
opportunity this month?”

Now, often, you will encounter a sitter
who cannot think of a specific question or
concern. And this suggests one possible
application of the Kadar Kabinet –a
depository of questions, waiting to be
asked.

The box is filled with slips of paper, each
bearing a question. In its most simple
form, the sitter who does not have a
specific question draws a slip and the
reading is framed in terms of the question
that fate assigns them.

This initial idea suggests several
variations:

4.1 Coloured slips –whereby each colour
is tied to a theme. So perhaps Pink is
Love and Relationships, Green is Money
and Finance etc. Each is a variation on the
theme: “Who can help me find a new

financial opportunity”, “What is the
solution to my money worries?”, “Where
can I find new sources of money?”, “When
will we be financially secure?”

With a little work, a performer or reader
can create a single spiel for each theme
that answers any of the questions the
person may draw.

4.2 The fortune teller's approach:
When a sitter cannot think of a question,
the performer opens the box and explains
this happens often, and these slips are for
exactly this circumstance. He explains the
colours and their links to the different
themes and areas of interest in our lives.
The sitter is asked to choose a slip that
matches their area of concern.

In doing so, they commit to an area of
interest. They also tell the reader what
that is, without saying anything aloud.

4.3 The mind reader's approach:
This is exactly as above, except the
performer doesn’t explain the significance
of the colours. So the participant selects a
slip, reads the question and is instructed
to keep it secret, but to keep it in mind
throughout the reading.

The performer is now able to not only
give a powerful reading, but, by noting
the colour of the slip they selected, to
answer an unspoken, unwritten question
that exists only in the participant’ mind.

4.4 Kabinets linked to themes.
For this variation, the Kabinet is internally
divided into four, with a section of
questions behind each Kadar Card. This
plays out as above, except the locations
are linked to themes rather than the
colours of slip. So perhaps slips behind
the Siren pertain to love and
relationships, Gypsy Queen could link to
money, Mr Mercury could mean work and
career and The Professor could pertain to
objectives, obstacles and solutions.
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5. Slips with wisdom/answers.
Here’ another idea (and this is closer to
some of the thoughts from Chris and Pete
above, so apologies for going over the
same ground) fill the box with words of
wisdom - a box of answers rather than
questions.

The most basic concept is to fill the box
with a random assortment of slips and
invite the sitter to pick one, which they
read as a supplement to a Kadar reading.

There are obviously some moral and
ethical considerations –a reader has
certain responsibilities that must be taken
seriously –especially when giving advice,
even if that advice is on a slip of paper.
So select your statements carefully!
People will take this stuff seriously. So
slips that may damage their self-esteem
or cause them to do something dangerous
or damaging should not be in the box!
Treat your sitters with care.

5.1 Sections Linked to Themes
Once again, it is possible to divide the
inside of the box and openly link each
Kabinet to a theme and invite a sitter to
take a single slip relating to an area of
interest.

5.2 Sections Linked to Kabinet Characters
Here’ something that could be really
powerful. Let’ say that Siren stands for
Intuition, Professor for Logic, Mercury for
Creativity and Gypsy Queen for
Practicality.

We explain this to a sitter. They consider
a specific challenge or objective in life and
think about which of the four character
traits or approaches would best help them
overcome or achieve it.

They take a slip from the appropriate
section and find some advice from that
Kabinet Character.

Now, it would take some time and work to
write various pieces of wisdom and advice

in the “oice”of each Kadri, but it could be
amazing. Consider how powerful it is: by
asking the sitter to consider which Kadri
may be of most help, you are gently
guiding her to the inner resource she
needs to answer the question for herself.
Powerful stuff!

5.2 Colours Linked to Themes
As with the questions above, it is possible
to use coloured slips, with each colour
linked to a theme. By keeping this link
secret, a performer may appear to read
the sitter’ mind, telling them what theme
their slip pertains to.

5.3 Equivoque Variation - "Intuition by
Force"
This is a more meaningful variation of the
colour theme version. At the beginning of
the reading, the sitter is invited to ask a
question aloud. The performer notes their
area of interest. At the end of the
reading, the performer opens the Kabinet
and asks them to take one slip of each
colour at random from the top.

He explains the slips of paper bear words
of wisdom, relating to all aspects of the
human experience. Some will be relevant
to the sitter’ situation, some will not. The
participant is told to focus on their
question and take part in an experiment.
Can their intuition guide them to some
pertinent advice?

Now, by using equivoque, the performer
forces the colour of slip that most closely
relates to their question. For those who
are not confident forcing in this manner,
Docc Hilford’s E’voque package will teach
you all you need to know to get started:
http://ientertainer.net/store/docc-
hilford/product/evoque-pro-package

Finally, the sitter opens the slip and
discovers the advice inside fits their
question perfectly. If they choose to open
the slips they discarded, they find they all
relate to less relevant areas of life. They
leave empowered, with new confidence in
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allowing their intuition, their gut instincts
to guide their choices to the correct
outcome.

5.4 Colours Linked to Themes –Open
The Kabinet is full of coloured slips, the
colours relate to themes. At the outset of
a reading, the top is opened, the colours
and themes are explained to the sitter
and they are invited to select a slip.

In doing so, the sitter tips their area of
interest in a very natural manner and this
can inform the reading that follows.

At the end of the reading, the performer
reminds them of the slip, which is still
folded and unread. He may choose to
send them away with the slip as an
unknown, something for them to read at a
quiet moment, when they are alone.
Hopefully it will resonate with them. But if
they struggle to make sense of it, perhaps
they need to come back for another
reading?

6. Themes
Throughout this section I’ve been
referring to “Themes” and this may not be
clear to those who are inexperienced with
giving readings. Anyone who engages in
readings for any time comes to realise
that sitters’ concerns fall into a finite
number of themes.

Herb Dewey famously reduced all of the
human experience to seven themes:
Travel, Health, Education, Sex, Career,
Ambitions and Money. (Or THE SCAM, for
short.) See his “King of the Cold Readers”
for more details – second hand copies
come up on Ebay from time to time.
Currently a single copy is for sale here:
http://www.magicbookshop.com/product_
info.php?products_id=16195

Docc Hilford has another variation, which
he calls ‘OTHERS’ Money, Obstacles,
Travel, Health, Education, Relationships
and Sex.  See his excellent Quest A Cards

package for details:
http://ientertainer.net/store/docc-
hilford/product/q-kards-doccinar

And finally, Kenton Knepper, in his book
Completely Cold, distils everything down
to three topics: Health, Wealth and
Relationships. The Completely Cold
package contains much more useful
information alongside this streamlined
model:
https://www.wonderwizards.com/l/downlo
ads/completely-cold-expanded-audio-
downloads

So, these are the types of topics to
consider when you’ve creating your sets
of questions or statements to type up on
the slips.

Now, my researches have led me to
discover that the most common multi-
colour paper packs have 5 different
colours in them:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Pukka-Paper-
Assorted-Coloured-A4/dp/B00200LTMG

So let’ consider a 5-Colour, 5-Theme
model for this paper pack:
Red - Relationships (Love, Family,
Friendship)
Orange - Ambitions (Goals, Dreams,
Obstacles, Opportunities)
Yellow - Travel (Holidays, Moving house)
Green - Money
Blue - Work (Education, Training, Career)

As with everything here, these are only
suggestions. I’ sure you can come up with
a list of themes and links to colours that
make intuitive sense to you.

7. Sources for Sayings and Aphorisms:
Mining sites like this is a great place to
start for finding suitable content for your
slips:
http://thoughtcatalog.com/holden-
desalles/2014/05/33-brilliant-quotes-
about-the-human-experience-you-never-
knew-you-needed-until-right-now/
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http://www.aphorism4all.com/by_theme.
php
http://www.brainyquote.com/search_resu
lts.html?q=challenges

A note: Luke Jermay has an entire stage
Q&A concept based on slips of paper
bearing wisdom and quotations. It’ called
“The Bowl of Wisdom” and was available
through EMentalism. But at the time of
writing, that entire site seems to be
down, so I’ not sure how you can access
this information. However, anyone
considering making this concept “play big”
would do well to seek it out.

8. Weird Outcomes
Here are a couple of possible alternate
applications of the Kabinet. One is in
completely bad taste and should not ever
be performed –it entered my head after a
throwaway comment made by Chris
Gould. That man brings out the best and
the worst in me. The other concept
creates a wonderfully weird, empowering
moment for a sitter.

Both are based on a simple billet switch. I
will not teach this technique here. I'm no
expert and it goes way beyond the remit
of this manual. However, anyone keen to
learn some methods of switching papers
should buy 13 Steps to Mentalism,
Practical Mental Effects or Elliott Bresler’s
Switchcraft:
https://sites.google.com/site/ebswitch/ho
me

8.1 “Kill Your Husband”
At the end of a reading, the sitter is
invited to take a slip of paper from the
box. This slip, the performer explains has
a task, which the sitter must promise to
carry out. No excuses. Whatever the slip
says they must commit to do it.

The sitter agrees and pulls a slip out of
the Kabinet.

A switch takes place, they open it, and it
says “very day, take ten minutes to give

yourself a treat – some time to think, to
lose yourself in a good book, to savour a
coffee or a chocolate. You deserve this.”

“That’ great” says the performer. “You
you think you can do it?” He invites her to
take a few other slips out to see what
alternative tasks she could have been
carrying out. Every single other slip is
shown to have the words “KILL YOUR
HUSBAND” in block capitals.

8.2 "Blankety-Blank"
Exactly the same scenario as above. End
of a reading. Final thought. The sitter is
invited to rummage around in the Kabinet
and grab a handful of slips. They lay them
out on the table and sort them into
groups, whatever feels right to them.

They eliminate groups one by one, in an
apparently random "process designed to
tap into their intuition". Eventually they
narrow it down to one slip, which is
placed to one side. They open the slips
they discarded/eliminated. All are
completely blank. In fact every slip in the
entire box is blank. Their attention is
drawn back to the slip they chose. They
open it. It says: "You are capable of
amazing things. Trust your intuition to
guide you."

A life-affirming moment is created, that
empowers and uplifts the sitter before
they leave your table.

NOTE: The concept of taking a participant
through a procedure that looks very much
like an Equivoque, even when no
Equivoque is taking place, is an idea
explored by Mark Elsdon in his excellent
Penguin Lecture. He calls it "Noquivoque".
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Additional Notes on Mat's work from
Chris Gould.

Both Peter and I cannot thank Mat
enough for this veritable treasure trove of
ideas.
Reading over this, I think it is safe to say
that you will never be stuck for an idea to
try out with the Kabinet.

Please note too that Mat rote this section
before reading the full manual or getting
his hands on one of the boxes to play
with. Also, I may had inadvertently, or
even advertently taken some of Mats
ideas and represented them. So some
stuff will feature again. I am sure that you
will be happy with Mat’s clarity of writing
when this does occur.

Mat and I did talk about an extension to
the colour coding of the fortunes. It goes
like this.
Each of the four sets have a colour, as
described, but then each of the colours
have different shades. Mat suggests just
buying four sets of colour paper from
different suppliers.

You now have four main categories and
(say) four sub categories of each of these.
As each of the Kadri cover several
themes, it is easy to write a range of
tickets based on this.

For example:

The Gypsy Queen covers:
· Home and family.
· Health and well being.
· Being grounded and practical.
· The Physical.

The Professor covers:
· Logical planning.
· Justice.
· Balance.
· Cutting away what is no longer

needed.

The Siren covers:
· Love and relationships.
· Dreams.
· Intuition
· Spirituality.

Mr Mercury covers:
· Creativity.
· Ego and being centre stage.
· Career
· Energy.

Of course, there are many other key
words you could extract from the key
words in the Kadar core system.

So you could have four main sets, and
then hone in more with four subsets.

So the Siren set could have:

'Let your heart lead the way'. (on one
shade of blue)
'Trust your instincts. (on another shade of
blue)
'The answer is in your dreams, listen to
them.' (on yet another shade of blue)
'Follow your spirit' (on another shade )

To create more variety –you can then
rephrase each of these subsets to make
them all look different.

Example:

'Let your heart Lead the Way'
'Trust your emotions'
'Love is the answer'

and so forth.

All you would need to do is remember one
key word for the main four categories and
then one key word for the four subsets.

So, you notice that the sitter has picked
up that particular shade of blue and you
know that the fortune is telling her to
trust her emotional responses. I do not
need to tell you that you can do a great
deal with such information.
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Also, you could play with the negative
attributes too. The Siren can be over-
emotional and unfocused in life. The
Professor can have problems relating
emotionally. Mr Mercury never gets things
done and can be a bit of an egotist. The
Gypsy Queen can be self indulgent and a
bit of a plodder. Be careful to phrase
these positively though, as a warning
rather than a serious character defect.

The professor can be quite the socio-path,
but perhaps it is best not to be so blunt.
Try:
'It is important to get your own way, but
this can only be achieved by taking
other's feelings into account.'

(I have written this idea up somewhat -
see ‘Bonus Routine’ at the end of this
book)

Kill your Husband

Mat mentioned my not-too-serious
suggestion above. While you may argue
that in some cases this would be good
advice, I perhaps would not go that
strong. The non-forced cards could have
less aggressive advice, they would just
need to fall into the category of 'I am glad
I did not get that one', rather than advice
that could lead to life imprisonment.
I do really like Mat's idea of the blank
cards –this is the one I shall be using.

So thanks again Mat for all these many
and fertile suggestions and very useful
links.

We both hope that it stimulates your own
creativity and that not only will you use
these ideas, but come up with your own
variants and find new uses for the
Cabinet. If you do, be sure to let us know
what they are!

Now get out there and put this beautiful
artefact to good use!
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Postscript - The World of Kadar.

Many years ago now, sometime before
the age of steam - I invented a simple
pocket billet switching/fortune telling trick
called Zoltar. It was relatively successful.
The odd thing was that after a little time I
stopped using it as a magic trick and
found that the reading system alone just
worked. The same was true for other
users and so many people contacted me
to tell me that they no longer used it as a
'trick' but as a genuine reading system.

So I took Zoltar off the market and
rebranded it as ‘Kadar’ focusing on it as a
pure reading system. To say that this was
successful is an understatement, and to
this day I still sell the original Kadar
system in healthy numbers.

It is important to know this context (if
you do not already), for although the
Kadar Kabinet can be effectively used as a
stand-alone, those of you who know the
Kadar systems will get so much more
from it.

Kadar Elite and Kadar Pro.

This is the core reading system. Knowing
this allows you to use the cabinet to give
full readings with each image. As you
already have the cards in the form of a
Kabinet, AM will offer special deal to
owners of the Kabinet - just contact me
direct with your certificate number and I
will sell you just the book at a silly price.

Kadar Truth and Dare.

This is a rather light addition to the
system and focuses on the aspect of
'practical affirmations' at the end of a
reading. By no means essential, as it is
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easy to come up with your own, but at
the price, it may give you a few ideas.

Kadar Tickets.

This gives you a complete set of tickets
that you can really put to good use in the
Kabinet. The routines in this add-on go
into far more depth and give you new
techniques that you can use. A worthwhile
addition to the Kabinet, if you want to
focus more on one-to-one readings. There
is also a very devious Moonskin Peek Case
included in the package - using this with
the Cabinet is completely devastating.

Kadar Poker Cards.

The Kadar system as a set of Poker Cards.
You can use these for so many things.
You can take out the Court Cards and
have an expanded version of the core
Kadar system, or use the entire deck for a
comprehensive reading system.
The set also can be expanded with two
‘Path’ books. One for the Magician and
one for the psychic reader. These are
chock full of methodology, good advice,
practical instruction and more ideas than
you will ever be able to put into practice.
Once you know and understand these,
you will know everything you need to
know about the Kadar system.

All Kadar products (along with many other
interesting and beautiful items) can be
found on the Alchemy Moon Website.

But you already knew that…..

Just click the Moon to go there!

http://www.alchemymoon.com
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Conclusion.

Pete, myself and all on the Moon thank
you for buying this wonderful object.
Above all things we hope that you have
fun, not only in performing with the
Kabinet, or using it to enhance your
existing Kadar readings, but also in
coming up with new ideas for its use and
in designing your own tickets.

It must be said that my original intension
(and promise to Peter!) was to to draw up
a simple one sided sheet of paper
outlining the basic use of the Kabinet for
Kadar readings. The more I thought about
it, the more ideas came to me. Even now
I have more ideas that I have not written
up, and some frustration over the fact
that the tickets I designed here could
have been better in many ways. One has
to draw the line somewhere!

So now it is up to you, the clan of Kadri to
take this further and realise its full
potential.

We have no idea how this will take off,
but would it not be wonderful if other
users improved on the existing tickets and
designed their own to share with the
greater community? We are sure that
such creativity and generosity lies in
abundance in our community. Time will
tell if we are right.

With this in mind we will be opening a
specific secret room on the AM forum.

Here is the direct link:
http://alchemy-
moon.freeforums.net/board/69/kadars-
kabinet

The password is: big

At the moment it is an empty room. It lies
bare waiting for you to furnish it.

This is also a great place to get advice
from directly from the creators and to
share your thoughts and experiences with
the Kadar community.

We hope to see you there.

Christopher J Gould

Thank you’s

Big thank you to Peter McMillan for
making this wonderful object in the first
place.

Thanks also to Mat Gostelow for kicking
around ideas and filling up this document
with the fruits of his creative brain.

Thanks as always to Paul Kostrach for his
diligent (and repeated!) proofing of the
document.

Finally, thank you to all the active
members of the Kadar community for
continuing to inspire us.
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And remember…..
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Bonus Routine

(Do you really need one?)

What I have tried to do here is stitch
together some of the best ideas from this
book into a reliable  routine that allows
you to ‘know’ significant details about the
fortune chosen by the sitter.

This is a potentially powerful and
dependable way of using tickets in the
Kabinet.

This routine is something of the bastard
child of discussions between Mat and I.

It uses the idea of knowing the Kadri
chosen - and by extension the area of the
sitters concern.

As many Kadar readers will testify, it is
uncanny how accurately the choice of
Kadar card will conform to the issue that
is up most in the sitters mind. If you
know the core Kadar system, you will be
ahead of me.

The Kadri and the Cards.

As mentioned before, and as is well
known to Kadar practitioners - each of the

four Kadar Cabinets relate to four sets of
ideas. For example, the Siren is
concerned with the emotions and
intuition, whereas the Professor is
concerned with rational thought and
judgement &etc.

The Actual Kadar system is more complex
and fluid than this. However to make this
routine have a higher ‘hit rate’ I have
simplified it into two core concepts for
each Kadar.

There are four sets of cards given here -
one set for each of the Kadri.  (Links
given later)

Each set is in effect a set of force cards.
That is they all contain pretty much the
same fortune worded differently on each
card.

So in effect there are just four fortunes
repeated in different variants.

Therefore no matter which of the four
cabinets are taken and no matter which of
the tickets she chooses, you know pretty
much what the content of the fortune is
and can give an appropriate reading.

The Four Categories.

Let us look at the four core fortunes.

We start with two ‘key words’ for each of
the four categories. This is all you really
need to commit to memory. So if she
picks a card from the Gypsy Queen, you
know that the fortune is about practical,
down to earth matters. From these two
key concepts, you can weave a cold
reading that will be sure to reflect the
fortune she has read on the card.

To make this easier, I have written an
example reading for each of the four sets
of cards.

The example reading is in two parts.
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The first part is a series of cold reading
statements based around the key words.
This gives a general setting and character
reading. Therefore, this part of the
reading does not appear on the card, but
it is implicit.

The second half of the reading is an
expanded version of what you find on the
cards themselves. The cards should be
seen as a springboard for this expanded
reading. They do not contain all of this
information, obviously. However, all of
what you say can be linked back to what
is written on the card (and therefore
ratified).

The aim is that the statements made are
broad enough to be acceptable by
anyone. They also contain statements
that sound specific and meaningful, but
do not really say anything at all.  If things
are left open for interpretation, the sitter
will interpret them to fit.

So when reading through these you
should see a little of yourself reflected in
all of them. What if a ‘psychic’ had give
you one of these reading?

Obviously, you can learn these four
sample readings by rote and use these,
but with a little practice, you will find that
it all flows quite nicely from the simple
key words.

The Siren
Key words: Emotion/Intuition.

You are a sensitive and intuitive person,
more so than many realise. You do not
exactly wear your heart on your sleeve,
and you try to keep control of your
emotions, but sometime your emotions
can overwhelm you and make keeping a
clear head difficult. You have been hurt in
the past and this can make you
sometimes cautious in revealing your true
self to others, until they have gained your

trust.  The fact that you sometimes keep
your true heart hidden results in you
internalising these feelings. This can lead
to brooding and going over the same
emotional ground again and again, rather
than expressing how you feel at the
appropriate time.

Although you are capable of being logical
and organised, you tend to trust your gut
instinct more. Sometimes, you wished
you had thought things through and been
more decisive. You would like to have a
greater control of your life, but find that
life has a tendency to be in control of you.

You can be something of a dreamer and
have a mysterious or even spiritual side
to your nature.

Events in your life at the moment are
effecting you emotionally. There is some
confusion not only in the circumstances,
but in how you feel at this time. You are
particularly suspicious regarding the
feelings of someone close to you. There is
a sense that you are looking for some
direction in what is a changeable and
unclear situation.

This is a time to rely on your heart rather
than your head - a time to trust your
intuition to realise your innermost
dreams.

Something deep in your unconscious is
stirring, and you have some sense of this.
There is the potential to experience
something that connects you to
something greater and more profound.

There is someone else in your life that is
important to you on an emotional level.
A sense of connectedness is important.

Although there may be mixed emotions -
if you follow your heart, and listen to your
inner voice your dreams will be made
material.
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The Professor.
Key Words: Rational thought/Sound
Judgement.

Being organised and knowing ‘what is
what’ is important to you. You do not like
starting out without a sound plan, even if
this is not always possible.

Before coming to any decision, you like to
weigh up the options and organise the
alternatives, so that you can arrive at the
best course of action.

Life is about balance.

You are a just person who is treats other
fairly, even when they do not do the same
in return.

Above all else, you like to know what
tomorrow will bring. You do not like
taking undue risks. Having a secure and
predicable future is of the utmost
importance. You realise that any future
security is in your hands, not the hands of
fate.

The most important thing in your life at
the moment can only manifest if it is
carefully thought about and thoroughly
planned. This is not a time for taking
chances, in getting what the stakes are
too high. This is a time to carefully look at
your options, to weigh up the alternatives
and to think in a structured way. You
need to plan your move and budget
carefully.

There is a sense of justice that keeps
occurring to me. Does this make any
sense? I get a feeling of ‘dues earned’.
That you deserve a lucky break. But you
are wise enough to know that you have to
make your own luck.

You do not know all you need to know to
achieve your aims, and you are aware
that further research and study is needed.

There is also a sense of putting things in
order in some way and that organising is
of importance. This is not only organising
yourself and your own resources, but also
organising others so that you can achieve
your goals.

Mr Mercury
Keywords: Creative energy / Social
standing (career).

You are a very creative and flexible
thinker. Somewhat restless and in search
of something, although you are never
quite clear about what this something is.
It is this that motivates you. There is a
feeling that you have not yet obtained
your full potential, that your career does
not fully satisfy your more creative self.

When something new is presented, such
as a new opportunity or experience, it fills
you with excitement and energy. Yet, the
more fiercely the fire burns, the quicker is
burns out. This means that you are good
at starting things, but not so good at
seeing them through. So you tend to
leave a trail of unfinished opportunities
behind you.

Although this may not seem immediately
obvious, or directly linked to what is on
your mind at the moment - the issues
that you are dealing with concern your
social standing and are focused on your
career. There is some frustration and a
feeling that things have been going to
slowly. This is combined with a feeling
that you have let opportunities slip
through your fingers. This restless
dissatisfaction with how things are has
always been the motor that drives you
forward and brought change into your life.

I think that you realise that a new
opportunity is about to present itself.
There is some degree of excitement
concerning this, as it is a chance to realise
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your creative potential and gain some
recognition for your untapped abilities.

This time, you must keep your eye on the
ball and not let this slip by, persistence
and an ability to see things through are
the qualities needed at this particular
time.

The Gypsy Queen
Keywords: Practical matters /
Rewards for hard work.

Above all else, it is important for you to
feel grounded and secure. Physical
comfort is important and you will work
harder than most to meet your needs and
the need of those who rely upon you.

Everything you have gained, you have
gained by hard work and persistence.

Other see you as dependable and trust
worthy. Those close to you rely upon you
and in turn, you rely and gain security
from them. Home life has its ups and
downs, but is is where your heart is.

You do not have a large circle of friends,
but prefer the company of trusted family
members and those that are particularly
close to you.

You are not over indulgent, but you like
your comfort and like to be rewarded for
the hard work that you put in. What you
have you have had to work hard for.

You are not a hypochondriac, but you
have had some concerns regarding your
health of late.

This is a time to roll up your sleeves and
get the job done. It is not a time for
dreaming or for procrastination.

It is not a time to carefully plan, but to
get out there and get things done, to be
tenacious and see things through to the

end. A harvest cannot be gathered
without first tilling the soil.

It is important that you are not too
extravagant, particularly in your finances.
There are some financial difficulties at the
moment. To to fully achieve your goals,
you need more money than you have at
present. So it is a time to be cautious and
to conserve your resources. To invest and
lay down firm foundations for the future.

So these are the four main readings.

Now try printing out the tickets and
picking one at random - see how it relates
too the general fortune.

Here are the four sets of tickets. You will
notice that there are only ten cards in
each set. This is because you only really
need ten for a small to medium group and
ten cards will avoid too much repetition.
However, you will come up with ideas for
further cards from the feedback you get
from the readings. So you can always add
more cards from the solid foundation of
experience.

Here is the download for the card set.

The Siren’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/ux6ji599ve2tfrjd4j
25gknzfrrtwdn1

The Professor’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c
8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4

Mr Mercury’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g5
9a8dxsdco39ifolso

https://app.box.com/s/ux6ji599ve2tfrjd4j25gknzfrrtwdn1
https://app.box.com/s/ux6ji599ve2tfrjd4j25gknzfrrtwdn1
https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4
https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4
https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4
https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g59a8dxsdco39ifolso
https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g59a8dxsdco39ifolso
https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g59a8dxsdco39ifolso
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The Gypsy Queen’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/tp4yhhxssewfzt0qi
46eetmdk7bezm83

How it works.

1. Choosing one of the four Kadri.

The first stage is the sitter thinking of an
issue or question and then choosing one
of the Kadri to answer this question.

The images are designed so that the sitter
will intuitively pick the correct Kadar to
relate to the question she has in mind.

Therefore, if her question is linked to her
dreams and emotional life, she should
choose the Siren - if she has more
material concerns, she should choose the
Gypsy Queen and so forth. (This may not
always be the case, but we will deal with
this in the notes that follow).

If you do not want to be that specific, you
can ask her to ‘clear her mind’ and just
spin the cabinet to see which Kadri wishes
to speak to her. In many ways this can be
easier, as you do not need to relate the
fortune to a question that you do not
know. Play with both and see what works
for you and what works best in different
performing contexts.

2. Picking a card.

The sitter then chooses any card from the
chamber behind the chosen image.

It really does not matter which card the
sitter picks, as they are all variants of the
same fortune.

Also, the reading that you are going to
give, will be more expansive than the
fortune given on the card. Therefore, by
the mechanics of cold reading statements,
she should find enough points of contact
to feel that it relates specifically to her.

The card just acts to reinforce this. (‘What
he said was written on the card!’).

This will invest more meaning into the
card than is actually there.

3. Knowing which card was actually
picked.

There are two main ways of achieving this
(and many more if you care to think
about it!). Either you can use Mat's idea
of 'colour coding' the cards. For example,
print all the Siren cards on green
cardstock, and the Professor Cards on
Blue card stock and so on. Alternatively,
you can just casually discover which Kadri
the sitter has chosen, as its opposite will
be facing you. (see the main text for
more details on these techniques). The
wise performer will switch technique to
throw people of the scent.

Of course this is stupidly easy. It may
seem so easy that it will be obvious to the
audience. It will not be as they will not
spot something that they are not looking
for!

4. The Reading itself.

So, by looking at either the colour of the
card, or the orientation of the Kabinet,
you have enough information to launch
into a full reading. How good this reading
is will depend on your skills and
confidence as a reader. But let us not get
too serious - the context is that you are
performing for a group of people who are
expecting a bit of fun, not a miracle. Or a
magic trick So you can get by with very
little. If you are very inexperienced, or
very drunk, just mumbling the key words
will get you by.

However, if you have experience as a
reader, now is the time to use it. Don’t
just stick to the example reading given
here. Watch the reactions of the sitter,
ask questions, leave gaps in the

https://app.box.com/s/tp4yhhxssewfzt0qi46eetmdk7bezm83
https://app.box.com/s/tp4yhhxssewfzt0qi46eetmdk7bezm83
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conversation for her to fill. As much as
possible, let her give her own reading -
just repeat what she has told you as if
you had intuitively divined it yourself.

Of course most people are somewhere
between the two poles of bumbling
amateur and highly skilled professional.
So this is a great routine to safely explore
and develop these techniques, as there is
never any real ‘heat’ on you.

There are many books on cold reading,
perhaps more than there should be. So
the student who wants to develop these
skills will not be short of reading matter.
Obviously the advice given in the Kadar
Core system and in any of the other
Kadar books will be of particular relevance
to this routine.

As in all things, the best teacher is
experience. You will learn far more in ten
minutes of actually putting this into
practice in the real world than you would
from several months of book-study.

One final piece of advice on reading.

Do it for real actually use your own
intuition. Speak out any intuitive hunches
that come to you during a reading. You
will be surprised how effective this is!

5. Concluding the reading.

As for any cold reading, conclude by
summing up. This is a chance to focus
and highlight the parts of the reading that
got a good response and to ignore the
parts of the reading that did not.
Basically, you have a chance to ‘re-write’
the reading in your favour.

It is also a chance to leave things on an
upbeat and positive note. If you have not
empowered the sitter and made her feel
good about herself and her future, you
are a poor reader and a poorer
entertainer.

Finally. I like  to end every reading with a
‘Practical Affirmation’ (as discussed
earlier). This is for a whole host of
reasons, most of which should be obvious.

I will start by asking her what she has
taken from the reading. She will then
construct her own conclusion and validate
your work for you.

I will then discuss some form of practical
action. A task for her to undertake that
will lead to a positive outcome and allow
positive ‘magical’ energy to empower the
process and take her nearer to her goal.

For example. She chose The Professor
and she tells you that (from all the things
said) the main thing for her was to think
in a more structured way and to arrive at
a plan that she can implement. This is a
complex task that needs to be broken
down into smaller chunks.

For example - before she can sort through
her options and organise them into a
plan, she may need to sit down and write
out what those options are. To do this she
may need a book to write it in!

So her ‘Practical Affirmation’ may be as
simple as ‘buy a special book that I will
use to work out my options and develop a
plan’. Now, this is a real task that she can
do tomorrow. Once she has done this
task, she has opened the gate for the
more complex tasks that are to follow.

I will then ask her to write this down on
the back of the card. I will then take the
card from her, as if to read it.

I will then hold the card up and with
gravity, remind her that with is a magical
object - a gateway to profound change in
her life. Before I can give it back to her,
she must swear a solemn oath that she
will undertake the task that Kadar has
given her. Only then can she take the
ticket.
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How to turn a piece of card into a sacred
object!

Some points.
As performers and creative people, you
will already be abuzz with ideas that you
can add and refinements that you can
make.

For example - what about using some
pre-show, or a peek devise to know her
question ahead of the reading? It is then
just a matter of fitting the card chosen in
with the question she has asked.

Why not take this idea further? In this
example, we have produced just 4 colour
coded sets. Why not go further and
produce subsets. All you need to do is
make a set of fortunes for each key word.
These could be subtly differentiated by
having different shades of the key colour..
For example, a light blue card would
indicate that it was The siren and that the
key word was ‘Dreams’ a mid blue would
indicate that it was The Siren and the key
word was ‘Emotions’ and so forth. This
would allow you to zoom in with pin point
accuracy.

…But - what if I am wrong?

What if her question is different to the
card she has chosen (i.e. what is she
chose 'The Siren', just because she
thought the picture was pretty!).

First off, you will be surprised how often
she will pick the most appropriate Kadri.
Secondly, it does not really matter. Let us
say her question is 'Will I ever find love?'
It seems that the siren will be the best
Kadri to choose, and indeed it would be,
as you would have a direct hit when you
start to talk about emotions. However,

the truth is that we experience all events
in our lives through the prism of all four
categories - emotions, logical thinking,
creative energy and practicality. So she
may need to 'think carefully' and 'weigh
up her options' regarding a relationship
(professor), or she may need to be
creative and spontaneous (Mr Mercury),
or she may be best served by taking a
more grounded and practical approach
(Gypsy Queen). One size fits all!
Whichever cabinet she picks, you are
covered and can make a reading with
confidence.

….But - what if I am wrong?

(Part 2)

You cannot be.

If you take authority, you are 'the person
who knows'. Even if what you say seems
to have nothing at all to do with the
question she has asked - that is because
this is a more important issue. She may
have asked about her health and you are
talking about relationships. Well, that is
because Kadar is telling her that
relationships are actually the most
important factor in her life at the
moment, perhaps her emotional life is
effecting her health? If you present
yourself as the 'expert' and have
confidence and authority, it will override
anything she may say.

Also, you can read 'in the third person' - it
is not you giving the reading, but all the
insights come from Kadar - sometimes it
is difficult to fully grasp what he is saying
- you may be as confused as the sitter!
However, Kadar always knows! It is up to
us mere mortals to figure out the
relevance of what he says.

Also, and importantly, what you say will
reflect what she has written on the card
she chose. So what you say is congruent
with the fortune on the card, regardless of
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the question she asked originally, it is this
that everyone will remember.

….But - what if I am wrong?

(Part 3)

Finally, even if you are tragically off the
mark, no one will really care. They will
still see your failure as being entertaining
enough!

Go try it!

Combining this idea with Zodiac
cards.

 I am sure that I will work on this at some
point, as it has the potential of producing
the ‘ultimate’ set of cards for the cabinet.

As mentioned earlier. The Kadar system
has links with the sun signs of the
astrological zodiac.

The four Kadri relate to the four Elements.
In the Zodiac, the four elements are
divided into three sub-sets (Cardinal,
Fixed and Mutable). So each Element has
three aspects, as each Kadri has three
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aspects. This directly relates to the court
cards of the Kadar Poker set. If you own
this, you will already be aware.

So we can produce 12 sets of tickets, one
for each star sign and arrange them in
four groups of three.

1. Print out a Zodiac wheel - choose one
that has different colours for each of the
star signs and groups these colours
according to the four elements. (Such as
the one on this page). A simple internet
search using the key words ‘Zodiac Wheel’
and ‘elements’ will give you plenty of
choice - you can now use this wheel, next
to the Kabinet in performance.

2. Take 12 sets of blank cards. Have the
colours of the card conform to the
different colours on the Zodiac wheel.

3. Write a set of ‘fortunes’ based on the
meaning of each of the star signs. Again,
there is more than enough information
regarding the star signs on the Internet
that you can simply copy and paste onto

the tickets. You can use the
meanings of the star signs to
produce ‘character readings’
or ‘fortunes’ (i.e. Ares = ‘Now
is the time to forge ahead
and take the lead’) - or even
‘Practical Affirmations’.

4. Print the fortunes onto the
colour coded cards.

5. Arrange them into their
four sets of three and put
them into the relevant
compartments of the cabinet
- you are set to go.

You can now proceed with
the reading as outlined in this
routine. However, now
instead of just the four
categories, you can fine-tune
it to twelve and give far more
detail.

Note - how this relates to the sitters
actual star sign.

Of course, there is a better than one in
twelve chance that the sitter will actually
chose a card that conforms to her star
sign. If this is the case, you are home and
dry for a minor miracle.

However, if this is not the case, there are
two ways of getting around this.

1. Do not make any mention of the zodiac
at all. Do not use the wheel in
performance, or print it up with the
names of the Kadri - rather than the
zodiac signs.

2. Point out that we are all underneath
the influence of all star signs and that the
fortune relates to that aspect of
ourselves, or that influence that is most
important at this time.

How do you find out her star sign?

There are many more complex
methodologies to achieve this - and I
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would draw peoples attention to the work
of Mat Gostelow if you want a sure fire
method.

If you want to find out the sitters star
sign in a less complex way - just ask her,
then have her forget that you did (i.e.,
make nothing of the question, just let is
sit inconsequentially in a normal
conversation). Or, if you have the
opportunity, ask someone else who knows
the sitter before the reading.

Of course, it will have occurred to you
that if you know the sitters star sign
ahead of time, you can then force the
relevant ticket on her.

I am sure that you will find many more
ideas and subtleties that you can achieve
with this method!

Kadar for Couples
I have snuck this idea on at the end, as I
have yet to try it. At the moment it exists
in my head only. Bear this in mind before
putting it to use, as things have a
tendency to be unpredictable unless
‘tested in the field’.

The idea comes from thinking of an
effective way of performing a billet switch
and using  the Kabinet as a
receptacle to put something
into.

It is a way for an
established couple to say
something to each other
through a third party. (Does
this sound dangerous?)

Hand both participants a
card. Have a similar piece of
card palmed.

Have them secretly write
two statements on their
card. First, something that

they really appreciate or love about their
partner. Second, one minor thing that
they would like to change. (You may
prefer to just have them both write the
positive statement).

Have them fold the card twice, so that
what they have written is well hidden
(and so that the card fits into the slot on
top of the cabinet).

You then take the card from the first sitter
and ask her to spin the Kabinet. This will
direct their attention away from your
hand where you have by now performed
the switch and lapped the card.

You then hand the (switched blank) card
to the second person and ask them to put
the card into the slot of the Kadri that
they think is ‘most like’ their partner.

Repeat in reverse, so that the second card
is switched and lapped.

Now, meditate, or connect with the Kadri
(or whatever) - to give you time to have a
good read of the two cards that you have
on your lap. (The couple should close
their eyes too of course in this sacred act
of connection!)

Now, proceed with the reading. Not only
do you know what each think of each
other; what they like and do not like, but

you also can put this into the
context of the Kadri that each
chose for their partner.

Do be delicate and sensitive in
this reading and ensure that

the couple go away invigorated
by the love they have for each
other (rather than filing for a
divorce).

What about if they ask for their
cards back? Let them reach in
and retrieve them! The fact that
they are now blank indicated
that the magic has happened and
the Kadri have listened.
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Appendix

All the links again so that you can find
them easily.

1. The Kadar Box Graphic.
Many people have asked me over the
years to produce a graphic for their
professional Kadar readings - somehow I
have never gotten around to doing this.
Now, at last I have. So below is the
Graphic from the box and my blessing to
do as you will with it.

So you can use it as a back design for the
fortune cards, add your own name and
use it as a business card, print T-Shirts,
posters and banners, or anything else.

I give you the file both as a jpg for easy
printing as in two vector file formats. The
advantage of vector files is that you can
hand these to a printer and they can print
the image as small or as large as you
wish with absolutely no loss of resolution.

So a huge poster will look gorgeous!

All of the different format files can be
downloaded from here.

http://1drv.ms/1HQNsOS

Here are all the ticket files again in one
place

1. Blank tickets
https://app.box.com/s/rifuedukk62jtnw9q
mknvl2rsiyv6c8f

2. Peter's Tickets
Here are the Siren Tickets:

https://app.box.com/s/ypxpqrl6p82fkgc9
5kyo4dqrdt67xjsc

Here are the Professor Tickets:

https://app.box.com/s/vcjd5iwrny5aqfu5
w30eqkr6mbumz64j

Here are the Mr Mercury Tickets:

https://app.box.com/s/4v3p7k4gb2e0zrg
8xv2ylko0u4vb92qt

…and here are the Gypsy Queen Tickets:

https://app.box.com/s/4ymogj5vvyaq1ecj
s64kp2v8vg3tytky

3. Kadar Answers your
Questions.
Siren’s Questions:

https://app.box.com/s/mq1oucnq37b5tm
8jde6eig2fbml73nys

Professor’s Questions:

https://app.box.com/s/qy5b4s5ixjdaiquyb
9i0nmhkheibsndv

http://1drv.ms/1HQNsOS
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Mr Mercury’s Questions:

https://app.box.com/s/f6gvitztylp1elqcaxf
95myusevbdjky

The Gypsy Queen’s questions:

https://app.box.com/s/uzmdogtnckku802
nqenl646zuy8gj8cu

4. Proverbs

Siren Proverbs:

https://app.box.com/s/eljtgtbtknup17bz3
19rzeog1t68ktqj

Professor Proverbs:

https://app.box.com/s/gkg9odxbfavwb8m
jypr9xqvbjw6oqgt5

Mercury Proverbs:

https://app.box.com/s/vxd55dumq34tym
67lhn62fqw2hdtwagx

Queen Proverbs:

https://app.box.com/s/gey2t8gp4s6j7vd5
do2bqaci2h0uacot

5. Practical Affirmations.

Siren Practical Affirmations:

https://app.box.com/s/kq0ter4324vrm0a
ojq5gpqugze7mthko

Professor Practical Affirmations:

https://app.box.com/s/f8jqablqnjma19vq
geig8b8hxcbvh9gh

Mercury Practical Affirmations:

https://app.box.com/s/ddd4j2q1vaaha5zj
3d82lmffv03ipj0q

Queen Practical Affirmations:

https://app.box.com/s/7rcxkdcqwhvpmy8
78ojhq0plji481ub1

 6. Forced Tickets
The Siren’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/ux6ji599ve2tfrjd4j
25gknzfrrtwdn1

The Professor’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c
8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4

Mr Mercury’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g5
9a8dxsdco39ifolso

The Gypsy Queen’s Fortunes:

https://app.box.com/s/tp4yhhxssewfzt0qi
46eetmdk7bezm83

https://app.box.com/s/ux6ji599ve2tfrjd4j25gknzfrrtwdn1
https://app.box.com/s/ux6ji599ve2tfrjd4j25gknzfrrtwdn1
https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4
https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4
https://app.box.com/s/1eu0f1tl2agt02r5c8jcgpi6kdw2nyy4
https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g59a8dxsdco39ifolso
https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g59a8dxsdco39ifolso
https://app.box.com/s/xdaiwepbxcpg4g59a8dxsdco39ifolso
https://app.box.com/s/tp4yhhxssewfzt0qi46eetmdk7bezm83
https://app.box.com/s/tp4yhhxssewfzt0qi46eetmdk7bezm83


Someone asked me if I would insert an image of the tickets at the end of the
document. At first this seemed excessive, but it may be a good idea - as you can look

at the text of the tickets without printing them. Also, as the links are housed on
Microsofts Onedrive server, there are boud to be problems now and then - so if worse

comes to worse, the tickets can be printed directly from this pdf.

…and, as we are not cutting down any trees here….

Note, I did not want to spoil the sheets by putting the names on them - so I have
arranged them into blocks of tickets, starting with a page of blank tickets - each
subsequent block is prefaced with a contents pages, so as not to confuse.





Affirmations

Sheet 1-3:  Mr Mercury’s Affirmations.

Sheet 4-6:  The Professors' Affirmations.

Sheet 7-9:  The gypsy queen’s affirmations.

Sheet 10-12:  The Sirens’ Affirmations.



























Bonus Routine Tickets

Sheet 1: Mr Mercury.

Sheet 2: The Professors.

Sheet 3: The gypsy queen.

Sheet 4: The Siren.











Peter’s General fortunes

Sheet 1-3:  Mr Mercury.

Sheet 4-6:  The Professor.

Sheet 7-9:  The gypsy queen.

Sheet 10-12:  The Siren.



























Proverbs

Sheet 1-3:  Mr Mercury’s Proverbs.

Sheet 4-6:  The Professors' proverbs.

Sheet 7-9:  The gypsy queen’s proverbs.

Sheet 10-12:  The Sirens’ proverbs.



























Your Questions answered

Sheet 1-3:  Mr Mercury’s Questions.

Sheet 4-6:  The Professors' questions.

Sheet 7-9:  The gypsy queen’s questions.

Sheet 10-12:  The Sirens’ questions.
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